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Abstract. Gamification researchers have discussed the relevance of connecting game elements’ visual appearance to students’ feelings as a way to enhance learning outcomes. However, there is limited evidence from experimental studies on how gamification affects learning experiences. This study tackles this gap by investigating how students’ feelings toward the visual appearance of badges affect their learning experiences in a gamified educational system. We conducted an experimental study (n = 19) comparing non-thematic badges to thematic ones featuring characters from a popular animation brand (i.e., Naruto), while controlling for the moderating effect of students’ enthusiasm towards such brand. The results suggested that connecting gamification designs to students’ feelings through visually appealing game elements can enhance their learning experiences, possibly because most students enjoy the anime and do not like non-thematic badges. Nevertheless, the results also raised concerns about the brand badges, such as distracting students. Thus, this paper informs practitioners and researchers on the value of designing gamification so that its aesthetics connect to students’ feelings and raises concerns on potential issues to be considered and further explored.

1. Introduction

Gamification design is a frequently discussed issue, which involves the game elements, along with their aesthetics and mechanics, applied in a non-gaming context [Deterding et al. 2011]. From a theoretical perspective, researchers have proposed several frameworks to support practitioners in better defining their gamification designs [Mora et al. 2017]. From a practical perspective, empirical studies often concern evaluating gamification designs to understand and justify their outcomes, especially when the results differ from the expected ones [Loughrey and Broin 2018, Toda et al. 2018].

Due to its relevance, the literature argues a possible explanation for gamification design issues is how they are commonly defined. As discussed in the literature review by [Koivisto and Hamari 2019], gamification designers often focus on selecting patterns of game elements to be available in the gamified environment. Accordingly, studies on gamification design are frequently centered on comparing the different game elements included in each design [Huang et al. 2020, Bai et al. 2020]. Furthermore, even in the case
of personalized gamification, which aims to offer different gamification designs depending on the user’s characteristics and context, studies are mostly concerned with changing the game elements available, whereas few have explored personalizing game elements’ aesthetics [Klock et al. 2020, Rodrigues et al. 2020, Halifax et al. 2019].

In game design, the inspiration for gamification [Deterding et al. 2011], aesthetics is a core component of a concept named juiciness. Juiciness has emerged as a key element for enhancing player engagement and satisfaction, which incorporates audiovisual feedback that provides a sense of responsiveness, smoothness, and delight to the player’s interactions within a game [Hicks et al. 2019a]. Particularly in the context of gamification applied to education, where the aesthetics of the learning experience play a vital role, the incorporation of juiciness can offer promising opportunities to enhance learner engagement and motivation [Hicks et al. 2019b]. However, while juiciness has been extensively explored and integrated into game design practices, its application within the field of gamification remains relatively unexplored, which corroborates the scarcity of research on the aesthetics of gamification’s game elements.

Despite little research, the literature provides promising insights that changing game elements’ aesthetics might benefit learning experiences by evoking nostalgia, as well as connecting to one’s affective memory and personal preferences [Cardoso et al. 2017, Chou 2019]. Still, in gamification’s context, empirical evidence on how students’ feelings regarding game elements’ aesthetics affect their learning experiences is limited to studying badges targeting the learning activity’s subject [Pereira et al. 2023] and student’s affective memories toward the Pokémon brand [Rodrigues et al. 2022a]. Nevertheless, previous research has not contributed empirical evidence from experimental studies on i) how badges with aesthetics appealing to students’ feelings compare to those that do not and ii) how this appeal affects gamification outcomes. Therefore, there is a need to fulfill this lack to inform gamification design and support (or not) efforts to make game elements visually appealing to users.

Based on that, this paper’s goal is to understand how badges from a specific brand affect learning experiences, compared to non-thematic badges, depending on students’ feelings regarding that brand. For this, we conducted a mixed-methods, experimental study [Barbosa et al. 2021] wherein we implemented non-thematic badges through medals - as those are among the most used in recent literature [Huang et al. 2020, Koivisto and Hamari 2019] - and explored the Naruto brand, given its popularity with young people, to implement thematic badges. Thus, this paper contributes empirical evidence that informs practitioners and researchers on the potential of employing gamification designs that connect to students’ feelings as a way to improve learning outcomes based on badges’ aesthetics.

2. Related Work

Most often, studies aiming to understand how gamification designs affect learning experiences are centered on the game elements each design features [Huang et al. 2020, Bai et al. 2020]. On the one hand, that focus is supported by research demonstrating that different people prefer and are motivated by distinct game elements (e.g., [Palomino et al. 2023, Tondello et al. 2019]). On the other hand, the literature also shows that designing game elements so that they are visually appealing to users has the potential
to improve their experiences.

For instance, [Linehan and Kirman 2017] argues that Pokémon Go’s success relates to its visual Pokémon layer due to players’ feelings (e.g., nostalgia) regarding the brand. Accordingly, research shows that nostalgia is related to affective memory, which in turn has a prominent role in the interactions and experiences people have with a product [Cardoso et al. 2017]. Similarly, [Chou 2019] suggests gamification designs should be connected to users’ past memories and personal interests.

Despite the potential of game elements’ aesthetics for improving gamification outcomes, little research has explored this line. For instance, [Kao and Harrell 2018] investigated how different badge aesthetics affect people’s experiences when playing and designing levels for an educational game. They particularly found that a specific aesthetic (i.e., role models, such as Einstein) was effective in improving intrinsic motivation, arguing the key reason for such a result is that the visual of the badge was relevant to users. Notably, the study concerns receiving badges within an educational game, whereas this paper explores them in gamification applied to education [Deterding et al. 2011].

Differently, [Pereira et al. 2021] analyzed the usage of thematized badges in the educational domain. The study proposes and exemplifies several badges targeting human-computer interaction education. The idea is to use badges with aesthetics based on distinguished researchers of the field aiming to connect them to the subjects being taught and, consequently, improve their relevance for students. This approach has been expanded and applied to other courses, such as Introductory Computing [Pereira et al. 2023]. Nevertheless, its application is limited to an experience report and lacks an experimental analysis of how it compares to badge visuals not targeting the course’s subject.

Instead of badges related to the learning activity, [Rodrigues et al. 2022a] studied the role of badges aimed at students’ affective memories. They conducted a usability study to understand how students’ experiences differ depending on the badge aesthetic they received (Medals or Pokémons), assuming the participants would enjoy the Pokémon ones based on affective memories related to the brand (e.g., from the anime/games). They found students had better experiences with the Pokémon badges, and qualitative insights suggested the reason for that result is the brand being related to participants’ affective memories as well as fostering intrinsic motivation through curiosity and relatedness. Importantly, the study highlights those explanations demanded future investigations to empirically support and test their generalization.

Based on that review, Table 1 summarizes related work’s main characteristics. Although prior research has explored how badges’ aesthetics affect user experience, previous studies have explored it outside the gamification context [Kao and Harrell 2018]; designed badges’ visuals targeting the task’s subject, not users [Pereira et al. 2023]; or demand empirical support [Rodrigues et al. 2022a]. Therefore, despite arguments on the value of badges’ visual appearance to gamification’s outcomes [Chou 2019, Linehan and Kirman 2017], there is a lack of empirical evidence on how badges connected to students’ feelings compared to those that do not. Thus, this paper addresses that gap with an experimental study investigating how students’ feelings regarding badges’ aesthetics affect their experience with a gamified system.
3. Method

To achieve our goal, we conducted an experimental, laboratory study using the mixed-methods approach [Barbosa et al. 2021]. The study is based on a single factor (i.e., gamification) with two levels (i.e., thematic - Naruto; non-thematic - Medals) and the within-subject design, as related research has recommended [Klock et al. 2020]. Accordingly, we used counterbalancing to mitigate order effects: participants were randomly attributed to either use the non-thematic version, then the thematic one, or vice-versa [Wohlin et al. 2012]. On the one hand, the non-thematic version aimed to replicate the standard gamification design as medals are one of the aesthetics used the most [Koivisto and Hamari 2019, Huang et al. 2020]. On the other hand, the thematic (Naruto) version aimed to be aligned with participants’ interests. Based on that setting, this study tested the following hypotheses:

• **H1**: Student intrinsic motivation is higher for thematic badges compared to non-thematic ones.
• **H2**: The higher the student’s feelings towards the Naruto brand, the more they prefer the thematic badges compared to the non-thematic ones.

Moreover, to further understand the results related to **H1** and **H2**, we also sought to answer the following research question (**RQ**): *What reasons explain how students’ experiences with thematic badges compare to those with non-thematic ones?* In light of this study’s overview, the remaining of this section describes the study participants, procedure, experimental task, gamification versions, instruments, and data analysis procedure.

Nineteen undergraduate students participated in this study. Those were selected by convenience sampling [Wohlin et al. 2012] as they were enrolled in the Data-oriented Statistics class (Software Engineering course from a Brazilian, private, southern institution) where the first author was lecturing during the 2022-2 term. Of those, 18 identified as men and one as woman. Their average age was 20 (Standard Deviation, SD = 3). To be a study participant, the procedure was as follows. First, the student had to accept the invitation and agree with the consent form. Second, the person had to complete the measure that captured an objective estimation of how they felt regarding Naruto. Third, they completed a quiz using each gamification version at a time (the order was randomized, as described above). After using each version, the participant completed the measure that captured their intrinsic motivation (see the instruments below). Finally, the student participated in a non-structured interview focused on their experience with the gamification versions.

The experimental task was inspired by the related work of [Rodrigues et al. 2022a]. The task consisted in completing a quiz based on five multiple-choice items, wherein each item featured four alternatives; a single one was
correct (see Figure 1a). The items’ theme was Waste Recycling, which we chose due to the subject’s relevance for sustainable development. To deploy this quiz, we used an interactive prototype developed on AdobeXD. In the prototype, participants found information regarding the study goals, instructions on how to use it, the five multiple-choice items, and a thank you page. Importantly, this task was limited to five items to maintain the feasibility of prototyping it.

In gamifying the quiz, our goal was to motivate the students to continue using it. Therefore, we used badges, an implementation of the Acknowledgment game element, as a way to provide positive feedback every time the student correctly answered a quiz item [Toda et al. 2019]. The rationale is that the feedback would motivate the person to continue completing items to receive more badges. Based on that, we designed two gamification versions, which only differ because the non-thematic one rewards users with medals and trophies, whereas the thematic one acknowledges users’ correct answers with Naruto avatars (see Figure 1b). Importantly, both versions always show the badges at the screen’s top and react to each user’s answer to communicate the gamification’s goal.

To understand participants’ experiences with the gamification versions, we used a combination of quantitative and qualitative data. To test \( H1 \), we quantitatively measured participants’ intrinsic motivation, as it relates to both behavior (e.g., continue using) and learning experiences (e.g., learning gains) [Ryan and Deci 2017]. For this, we used the interest/enjoyment scale of the Brazilian Portuguese version of the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory [Pedro 2016]. To enable testing \( H2 \), we used the Emotional Engagement Scale.

---

\( ^1 \)https://helpx.adobe.com/br/xd/get-started.html

\( ^2 \)This prototype was created using free icons from https://icons8.com/icon/set/characters/color.
[So et al. 2014] to measure participants’ enthusiasm regarding Naruto, similar to prior research [Xi and Hamari 2019]. Both instruments are based on a seven-point Likert scale and demonstrated to be reliable based on Cronbach’s Alpha (0.91 for intrinsic motivation; 0.94 for enthusiasm). To answer our RQ, we captured participants’ subjective experiences based on the non-structured interviews conducted after everyone used both versions [Barbosa et al. 2021]. Those aimed to foster discussion among participants, reveal their opinions regarding the gamification versions, and were driven by the following question: What did you think of the two prototype versions you just used?

The data analysis process was as follows. To test H1, given the within-subject design, we relied on participants’ intrinsic motivation difference (i.e., subtracting answers for the non-thematic version from those of the thematic one) and used it as the dependent variable in a one-sample t-test. To test H2, we used a linear regression wherein the intrinsic motivation difference and enthusiasm were the dependent and independent variables, respectively. Because both tests have a number of assumptions, we followed literature recommendations and also tested H1 and H2 using robust alternatives [Wilcox 2017]. As recommended, we used R’s packages WRS2 and MASS, and run the `onesampb` and `rlm` functions as the robust alternatives for t-test and linear regression, respectively. In all analyses, we adopted the standard 95% confidence level. Concerning the qualitative data, the first author reviewed the group discussion, took notes on comments related to the gamification versions, and grouped them into the pros and cons of the thematic version to answer our RQ. For both groups, the researcher sought and identified recurrent themes based on similar comments, which are supported by relevant quotes to maximize their validity when presented and discussed in Section 4.

4. Results

First, we hypothesized the thematic version would motivate students more than the non-thematic one (H1). Figure 2 shows these results, demonstrating students’ intrinsic motivation related to the thematic version (Mean, M = 5.15; Standard Deviation, SD = 1.33) was higher than that of the non-thematic version (M = 4.44; SD = 1.31). This difference (M = 0.714; SD = 1.12) is statistically significant according to both standard (p-value, p = 0.01; Estimate, E = 0.71; Confidence Interval, CI = [0.17 - 1.25]) and robust (p < 0.01; E = 0.61; CI = [0.19 - 1.11]) tests. According to Cohen’s D, the difference was 0.63, which is considered a moderate to large effect size [Kotrlik and Williams 2003]. Thereby, these results support the hypothesis that students feel more intrinsically motivated by the thematic version, compared to the non-thematic one, indicating a moderate to large difference.

Second, we hypothesized there is a positive relationship between one’s feelings towards Naruto and the extent to which they prefer the thematic version compared to the non-thematic one (H2). Overall, participants’ enthusiasm for Naruto was moderated (M = 3.68, SD = 1.77), given the seven-point Likert scale. As shown in Figure 3, we found enthusiasm was a statistically significant predictor of how much students prefer the thematic version, compared to the non-thematic one, according to both standard (E = 0.31; Standard Error, SE = 0.13; t-statistic, t = 2.32; p = 0.03) and robust (E = 0.27, SE = 0.13, t = 2.16) regression analyses. Accordingly, the regression line was statistically significant (F-statistic (degrees of freedom), F(1, 17) = 5.39; p = 0.03;), yielding an adjusted R² of 0.20, which is considered a moderate to large effect size [Kotrlik and Williams 2003].
Therefore, these results confirm the hypothesis that the more one’s enthusiasm for Naruto, the more they feel intrinsically motivated by its badges compared to the non-thematic one.

To further understand these findings, we analyzed students’ comments to identify the pros and cons of the thematic version (RQ). Regarding reasons for feeling more motivated by the thematic version, students mentioned they enjoy the Naruto anime (e.g., “I thought it was way more interesting [than the medal one]”; “It was interesting because you had the [Naruto] characters [...]”; “It was good because it’s something we like”) as well as have issues with the medal version (e.g., “Because everyone’s used to medals already, you know?”, “I thought it was kind of simple, didn’t want to answer [the quiz]”). Also, participants’ reinforced the role of one’s feelings toward the badges on how they experience them by arguing that “if it [the badge theme] wasn’t Naruto - it was One Piece - it would be more interesting” and that “it [the quiz] would be better with a Lightning McQueen version because I don’t like Naruto very much”. Hence, students’ subjective experiences suggest that the pros of the thematic version compared to the non-thematic one are enjoying the Naruto anime, not liking medals, and liking the badges’ visuals.

Importantly, we also found issues with the thematic version. For instance, some students argued they saw no difference between quiz versions (e.g., “I identified the badges there, but [they were] the same thing to me”; “It was the same, the medals and the Naruto [badges]”). Participants also raised concerns related to performance in the quiz. One of them mentioned that they missed more quiz items in the Naruto version due to the “anxiety to get it right, you know?” and justified that “the [anime] badge incites you to get it [the item] right because you want to see it [the badge]”. Another student claimed that they “were paying attention to the quiz, not the badges” in the medal version, but in the Naruto version they “didn’t care about the quiz anymore.” Additionally, a
Figure 3. Relationship between students’ enthusiasm with Naruto and the difference in the extent to which they feel intrinsically motivated to complete a quiz receiving Naruto badges compared to receiving medals.

student mentioned that they “didn’t like [the Naruto version] very much, [because] it gets too related to a single audience” and another one argued that “the person who doesn’t watch [Naruto] wouldn’t be very interested in finding out who is the character [of the badge]”. Thereby, concerns related to the thematic version include being indifferent to or unfamiliar with the brand and distraction issues.

5. Discussion

In summary, our findings provide promising evidence for designing badges with visuals that appeal to users’ feelings, despite also raising important considerations. On the one hand, we found quantitative and qualitative evidence supporting the value of employing gamification designs that connect to students’ feelings based on badges’ aesthetics. Quantitatively, we observed that learners who reported more enthusiasm for the Naruto brand reported significantly higher intrinsic motivation for the Naruto-based, thematic badges compared to the non-thematic badges (i.e., medals). Qualitatively, students expressed their enjoyment of the thematic badges due to their affinity for the anime, highlighting the positive impact of the brand connection. This finding corroborates research arguing that badges with visuals relevant to users can improve intrinsic motivation [Rodrigues et al. 2022a], as well as the idea of expanding juiciness benefits from games to gamification applied to education [Hicks et al. 2019b]. Therefore, this paper expands the literature with empirical evidence that confirms prior insights that designing gamification targeting users’ feelings is valuable to improve its outcomes.

On the other hand, we also found concerns regarding the use of badges based on a specific brand. Particularly, some participants reported that they liked the thematic badges to the extent that they got distracted from the learning task, whereas others highlighted those who do not enjoy the brand might be indifferent to its badges. Past re-
search shows that gamification applied to education is especially challenging because it might lead to undesired behaviors that harm learning, such as gaming the system [Rodrigues et al. 2022b]. Similarly, studies have discussed that the same design is unlikely to work for everyone [Palomino et al. 2023, Tondello et al. 2019]. Thereby, while supporting the value of connecting game elements to users’ feelings, we also expand the literature by demonstrating that this approach might also jeopardize learning and that exploring it based on a single brand does not fit all.

Based on that context, this paper contributes to the design of gamified learning by exploring aesthetics rather than different game elements. Most often, gamification studies have been concerned with comparing different (sets of) game elements to understand which of them might be associated with better outcomes [Bai et al. 2020, Huang et al. 2020]. In contrast, although the literature has provided interesting insights supporting connecting game elements to users’ affective memories [Rodrigues et al. 2022a, Chou 2019, Linehan and Kirman 2017], there is a lack of understanding of how this approach compares to using game elements based on standard visuals. Thus, our contribution is empirical evidence from an experimental study that advances the understanding of how making game elements visually appealing to users’ interests affects gamification outcomes.

Given our contribution, this study has two main implications. First, our results suggest that gamification designs that connect to students’ feelings, such as utilizing badges with visuals from brands meaningful to users, have the potential to improve learning experiences. This finding emphasizes the importance of considering users’ interests in gamification design from a visual perspective. Particularly, the findings suggest a positive effect on intrinsic motivation, which has a strong relationship to learning gains [Hanus and Fox 2015, Rodrigues et al. 2021]. Hence, our empirical evidence informs that this approach might ultimately help maximize learning. Second, our results suggest that using the same brand might not work for those not interested in it. This finding corroborates the literature in the sense that one size does not fit all, expanding it to the context of game elements’ aesthetics. Thereby, we provide empirical evidence informing on the value of personalizing gamification from a visual perspective, which has been scarcely explored in the literature [Hallifax et al. 2019].

Note that those insights should be interpreted in light of this paper’s limitations. First, the study only focuses on badges and intrinsic motivation. While those are important aspects to consider, they might not capture the full complexity of gamification design and its impact on learning outcomes. Similarly, the study explored a single brand. Hence, future research could explore other game elements and brands, as well as additional learning outcomes, to have a more comprehensive understanding of how different design factors influence learning experiences. Second, the study is limited to 19 undergraduate students. Whereas this sample size might restrict the generalizability of the findings, it enabled us to yield promising, initial evidence for an underexplored field. Thereby, future studies should replicate the study with larger, more diverse samples to increase the robustness and validity of the results.

Furthermore, the study adopts a within-subject design. While this design might introduce order effects or carryover effects from one condition to another, we chose it as it enables a direct comparison within the same participants and used counterbalancing to
mitigate its issues. Additionally, the study is based on self-report measures. Although those are subjective and prone to biases, such as social desirability bias or participants’ inability to accurately articulate their experiences, they often yield valid results based on past research. Nevertheless, we call for future research to explore objective measures, such as performance-based assessments or physiological measurements, as a way to test and ground our findings. To summarize, while this paper provides promising insights into the effects of badges’ visual appearance on learning experiences, future research should consider and explore these limitations to further advance the understanding of gamification design and its impact on learning outcomes from a visual perspective.

6. Final Remarks

Gamification has been widely applied and studied within the educational domain. Whereas its overall effect on learning outcomes is positive, some empirical studies reveal cases wherein gamification is ineffective or harmful. Aiming to mitigate the latter cases, researchers are often concerned with improving the gamification design. In that regard, previous research has mainly focused on comparing the different game elements included in a design. On the other hand, there is promising evidence suggesting that properly selecting the game elements’ aesthetics could benefit learning experiences. Despite that, there is a lack of empirical evidence from experimental studies on how students’ experiences compare depending on whether game elements’ visuals are aligned with their interests or not.

Based on that lack, our goal was to understand how thematic badges from a specific brand, affect learning experiences compared to non-thematic badges. For this, we conducted a mixed-methods, experimental study in which participants interacted with two versions of a gamified quiz: one used non-thematic badges (Medals/Trophies), while the other employed thematic badges (i.e., based on aesthetics from the Naruto brand). Overall, our findings suggested that i) students were more intrinsically motivated to interact with the Naruto-themed gamification, compared to the standard version, that ii) the more one’s enthusiasm regarding the Naruto brand, the more motivating its badges were perceived to be compared to medals, and that iii) reasons for those results are enjoying the anime, not liking the medals, and having feelings for the brand.

Thus, this paper contributes to the gamification literature by providing empirical evidence on the impact of badges connected to students’ feelings on learning experiences based on their aesthetics. Our results support the value of employing gamification designs that consider users’ interests and make game elements visually appealing to enhance intrinsic motivation and engagement. Importantly, our insights also raise concern that such a connection might distract students and be ignored by those not interested in the visuals. Thus, our findings inform practitioners in designing effective gamified systems as well as guide future research in exploring the role of visual appearance in gamification design towards maximizing its contribution to learning outcomes.
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